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About Five AI



About Five AI

• We are developing the system design and full software stack for a 
Level 4 Autonomous Vehicle for urban mobility.

• Founded ~4 years ago. ~150 staff. 4 scientific and 1 policy advisors.

• ~$50M funding to date from European VCs and UK Government.

• Offices in UK: Cambridge, Bristol, Edinburgh, London, Oxford.

• Testing at Millbrook Proving Ground + surrounding public roads
and more recently in Bromley and Croydon too.

• Lead partner in Streetwise project, trailing service in London in 
late 2019 (with Transport for London, Direct Line Group, et al)



Our Current Prototype Vehicles

14 cameras
3 LIDAR
8 RADAR
GPS+IMU
2 Xeon, 8 GPU



Public Road testing since June 2018

On roads around Millbrook Proving Ground, Bedford On roads between Bromley and Croydon, London





Our Approach To
Safety Assurance



Risk Informed Safety Case

• Focusses on claims, justification and 
evidence

• Seeking: a minimal tolerable level of safety
• Aiming: to be as safe as reasonably 

practicable

• In the context of a specific 
operational design domain (ODD)

• Explicit nominal safety from a Digital 
Highway Code (DHC)

• Not a prescriptive standard, but
• More than ISO 26262.
• More than SOFIF (ISO/PAS 21448)
• Aligns with UL4600



Top Level Claims
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• Living formal artefact
• Moves in step with system design

• Tool support for argument 
structure

• NASA Safety Case Tool



Tool Support: Operational Design Domain
– Simulator Must Match…



Tool Support: Digital Highway Code
– Simulator Test Oracle Must Match…



The Need For 
Simulation



The Need For Simulation

• Clearly not practical to do all testing in the physical world
• Too many miles need to be driven to get statistically

useful data on dangerous situations.
Most miles driven will be uneventful…

• 2.4 million vehicle miles per personal injury accident

• 80 million vehicle miles per fatal accident

• Too dangerous and or costly to arrange tests with serious failures
• Too costly to carry out multiple tests with slightly varying parameters.

• Simulation must form a significant part of any safety case!

• Simulation is also useful in development of course
• Generation of training data for perception.
• Playpen for algorithm development for planning.

• Department of Transport 
figures for 2016

• Injured: 136,621
• Killed: 1,792
• All motor vehicles billion 

miles: 323.7



The High Fidelity
(World And Sensors),
End-to-end Approach



Vehicle Software Stack



Replace Drivers For Use In Simulator



Simulator models the details of all 
the objects in the world and their 
materials and their properties and 
models how the sensors will 
measure all these details.

High Fidelity End-to-end Approach

High Fidelity 
Simulator

Digital Twin
of World

Physics 
Models

of Sensors

Models of
Agent 

Behavior

Test Oracle
(inc. DHC)

Test Scenario Simulated 
sensor data
(camera, LIDAR, 
GPS, etc.)

Steering 
and 
accelerator 
and brake 
commands



Careful 
modelling can 
provide 
impressively 
photorealistic 
simulation of 
small parts of 
the real world.

Centimetre 
level accuracy 
of road edges 
and building 
frontages











High Fidelity Simulation Problems
• Between very difficult and currently impossible to accurately 

model all the aspects of the world and sensors that matter.
• Road surface and vehicle dynamics models all possible but complex.
• GPS, IMU, wheel-encodings models all possible (but error statistics important)
• Visual appearance and camera lens and image sensor modelling is all 

reasonably well understood (although not easy to scale to large digital twins)
• LIDAR modelling similar to cameras (although material properties not the 

same as for visible light, and the scanning nature of LIDAR adds complications)
• RADAR returns are very hard to model accurately (material properties, detailed 

dependence on shapes, multiple reflections, etc.)
• PERHAPS WORST - Neural networks used for visual object detection are 

extremely sensitive to detailed image statistics and it is an unsolved problem 
how to make synthetic images that behave identically to real world images…

• Large amounts of compute are needed for high fidelity 
simulation of the world and the sensors



High Fidelity Simulation Conclusion

• Valuable for system integration purposes
• Testing all parts of the stack work together as expected
• Testing timing and bandwidth issues across whole stack

• Valuable for testing the non-neural network parts of 
perception and for testing prediction and planning

• However there are more efficient ways to do this, and
• prediction & planning is still perturbed by perception differences

• Not yet valuable for testing the initial stages of perception
• The neural network parts of perception do not behave the same 

in the simulated world as in the real world



The Prediction And 
Planning Only Approach



The Prediction + Planning Only Approach

3D multi-body 
Simulator
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dynamic object 
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Physics 
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Simulator models only the positions 
and orientations of the dynamic 
objects and the positions of static 
objects like road boundaries. Does 
not need to model material 
properties or sensors. Does not 
even need to model the full 3D 
details of partial occlusion etc.
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and 
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commands







The Prediction + Planning Only Approach
Pros and Cons

• Pro - Much more compute efficient compared to high 
fidelity simulation

• No need for detailed simulation of appearance of the world
• No need for detailed modelling of sensors
• No need to run the perception part of the vehicle stack (which 

tends to be the most computationally costly part of the stack)

• Pro - Provides an isolated test of the prediction and 
planning part of the vehicle stack.

• Major Con - The prediction and planning testing is 
unrealistic since its input is as if the perception system 
is perfect, which in the the real world it is of course not.



Simulation At Multiple 
Qualities And Multiple 
Points In The Stack



Example Levels Of Fidelity

• E.g. consider localisation, in a system that uses LIDAR localisation. 
There are many possible levels of simulation fidelity:

1. Model the LIDAR reflectivity of all objects in the simulated world and their surface 
angles relative to the LIDAR beams. Model the rotating nature of the scan of the LIDAR 
over time and the stream of samples generated.

2. Model the distance to objects in the simulated world and not worry about the exact 
details of reflectivity of materials. Still model the scanning nature.

3. Model a fixed in time snap-shot of the LIDAR point cloud (ignoring scanning)
4. Model the position in the LIDAR map that this point cloud would generate. I.e. don’t 

model LIDAR, just model the 3D pose of the simulated vehicle in the simulated world.

• All these levels of simulation have value for different purposes!

• Each sensor or detection algorithm has similar options!



E.g. Partial Perception Approach

3D multi-body 
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E.g. Partial Perception Approach
Pros and Cons

• Pro – Still much more compute efficient compared to high 
fidelity simulation

• Still no need for detailed simulation of appearance of the world
• Still no need for detailed modelling of sensors
• No need to run the CNN part of the perception part of the vehicle stack

• Pro – Tests the fusion and tracking stages of perception
• Have the ‘simulation of the front end of perception’ only simulate the frame at a time 

performance of the initial stages of perception. Leave the fusion over time and fusion 
across sensors stages of perception in the system under test.

• Pro – Provides realistic input data to prediction and planning.

• Pro + Con – Has statistically the same errors as the real world, 
but not exactly the same errors



Many Useful Test Configurations (1)
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Many Useful Test Configurations (2)
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Many Useful Test Configurations (3)
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Coverage
(And Coverage Directed 

Test Generation)



Can Target Several Types of Problems…
• Can use simulation to target different types of failure cases:

• Cases in the environment likely to be dangerous for all AV systems
• E.g. blinding sunlight into cameras, bizarre behaviour by other drivers, etc, etc, etc.
• I.e. coverage of the ODD (guided by ontology of the objects and behaviours in the ODD)

• Cases in the environment that trigger failures in a specific AV design 
that are likely to be dangerous

• E.g. patterns of detection and lack of detection of objects that cause errors in an object 
tracking module, etc. etc. etc.

• I.e. coverage of the internal state of the AV system software (guided by knowledge of 
the important modules and weaknesses in the AV system software design)

• Can use test data and scenarios generated from
• The real world, real accident reports, etc.
• Random ‘fuzzing’ around real world scenarios
• Hand crafted scenarios.

• Randomly generated scenarios.
• Directed random scenario generation
• AI guided generation of scenarios



External and Internal State Coverage

• The external state in the ODD is infinite and the internal state of the AV system is near 
infinite, so it is obviously impossible to check all states have been seen.
- Coverage metrics need to be defined by people intimately familiar with the ODD and
intimately familiar with the internal structure, and likely weaknesses, of the AV software.

• Coverage directed test generation is another wrapper again around the above test 
infrastructure and imposes another significant set of requirements on simulators…

Fuzz the test scenarios, 
the behaviour of the 
agents in the scene, 
and even the details of 
the world itself to 
generate more tests.

Measure coverage of 
“interesting states” of the 
ODD that have been seen 
in some test

Probe interesting aspects 
of the internal state of the 
AV system.

Measure coverage of 
“interesting states” of 
the AV internal state 
have been seen at 
some point as a results 
of all the tests



Other Uses Of 
Simulation In AV 

Development



Conclusion

Training Data Generation





Interactive VisualisationVisualisation



Conclusion



Conclusion
• Safety Case – Safety assurance of a complex system like autonomous vehicles 

should be a huge set of carefully constructed, justifiable, reviewable arguments.

• Simulation is essential – Testing purely in the real world is not practical due to 
the huge number and variety of individually rare problem situations.

• High fidelity modelling is useful but inadequate – In practice it is impossible to 
model the real world and the sensors sufficiently accurately to guarantee to 
generate exactly the same errors as in the real world.

• Low fidelity modelling of just planning is useful but inadequate – Testing 
prediction and planning without relevant sensor and perception errors won’t 
generate the same errors as in the real world.

• Simulation is needed at multiple levels of fidelity,
with test data inserted at multiple points in the vehicle software stack,
and all simulation data needs to have realistic error distributions.

• Simulation technology is useful for many other aspects of development.



Thank You

john@five.ai


